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Making use of the gluon gauge-invariant two-point correlation function, recently determined by numerical
simulation on the lattice in the quenched approximation and the stochastic vacuum model, we calculate the
elementary~parton-parton! amplitudes in both impact-parameter and momentum transfer spaces. The results
are compared with those obtained from the Kra¨mer and Dosch ansatz for the correlators. Our main conclusion
is that the divergences in the correlations functions suggested by the lattice calculations do not affect substan-
tially the elementary amplitudes. Phenomenological and semiempirical information presently available on
elementary amplitudes is also referred to and is critically discussed in connection with some theoretical issues.
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The theoretical investigation of quark-quark scattering
one of the topical problems in high-energy hadron phys
In principle, the possibility to predict this amplitude direct
from quantum chromodynamics~QCD! could lead to impor-
tant insight concerning high-energy soft processes
meanly elastic hadron scattering. Although some phen
enological and semiempirical information already exi
@1,2#, the determination of this amplitude from a pure QC
approach ~model independent! is still an open problem.
However, recently, remarkable progress has been achie
starting with the nonperturbative approach by Landshoff a
Nachtmann@3#, in which quarks are coupled to Abelian glu
ons ~gluon condensate!. In a non-Abelian model, the ampli
tudes of quarks at high energies were computed by Na
mann through the use of the eikonal method@4#. An
analogous version was then developed by Kra¨mer and Dosch
@5# in the context of the stochastic vacuum model~SVM!
@6,7#. This model describes the low frequency contributio
in the functional integral of QCD in terms of a stochas
process by means of a cluster expansion@8# and gives a good
description of the heavy quark potential@9#. The most gen-
eral form of the lowest cluster is the gauge invariant tw














wherez5x2y is the two-point distance,a is a characteristic
correlation length,k a constant,g2^FF& the gluon conden-
sate, andNc the number of colors,C,D51,...,Nc
221. The











These correlation functions play a central role in the a
plication of the SVM to high-energy scattering. Once o
has information aboutD andD1 , the SVM leads to the de
termination of the elementary quark-quark scattering am
tude and this is the point we are interested in.
Numerical determinations of these correlation functio
in limited interval of physical distances, exist from lattic
QCD in the quenched approximation. The first determin
tion, by Di Giacomo and Panagopoulos, covered the inte
0.4 to 1.0 fm @11#. Recently, through improved techniqu
~larger lattice! the range was extended down to 0.1 fm by
Giacomo, Meggiolaro, and Panagopoulos@12# and this
brought new and important insights on the subject, as will
discussed.
On the other hand, Kra¨mer and Dosch introduced a sui
able ansatz for the correlation functionD andD1 @5#, which
is in agreement with the early lattice results in the ran
0.4–1.0 fm @10#. Using the SVM they achieved good de
scriptions of the experimental data on total cross sections
slopes of the elastic amplitudes in hadronic processes@5,10#.
Also, with the same ansatz, Grandel and Weise calcula
differential cross sections through the eikonal approximat
~multiple diffraction Glauber theory!. Introducting a mono-
pole parametrization for the form factors, a satisfactory
scription of experimental data onpp and p̄p elastic scatter-
ing at small momentum transfer was obtained@13#.
In this paper we make use of the recent lattice results
the correlation functions and, through the SVM, we calcul
the gauge invariant elementary amplitudes in both impa
parameter and momentum transfer spaces. The results
then compared with those obtained through the Kra¨mer-
Dosch ansatz and also with some phenomenological
semiempirical information available. Since in the SVM th
amplitudes are characterized by scattering amplitudes
Wilson loops in Minkowski space, they will generically b
referred to as elementaryparton-partonamplitudes.
The material is organized as follows. In Sec. II we brie
recall the essential formulas of the SVM connecting the fi
strength correlator~1! with the parton-parton amplitudes an
in Sec. III we review the correlation functions from lattic
calculations and the ansatz by Kra¨mer and Dosch. With this







































57 3027HIGH-ENERGY PARTON-PARTON AMPLITUDES FROM. . .sults in some detail. Discussions and critical remarks c
cerning nonperturbative QCD, phenomenological, and se
empirical results on parton-parton amplitudes are prese
in Sec. V and conclusions are presented in Sec. VI.
II. PARTON-PARTON AMPLITUDES
IN THE STOCHASTIC VACUUM MODEL
In the nonperturbative QCD framework referred to in t
last section, the study of the elementary scattering is ba
on the amplitudes of quarks moving on lightlike paths in
external field. In the Nachtmann approach the quarks
volved in a scattering pick up an eikonal phase in travel
through the nonperturbative QCD vacuum. In order to ha
gauge invariant Dirac wave function solutions a Wilson lo
is proposed to represent each quark. In this context the
color exchange parton-parton~loop-loop! amplitude can be
written as@4#
g5^Tr@Pe2 ig* loop1dsmnFmn~x;w!21#Tr@Pe2 ig* loop2dsrsFrs~y;w!
21#&, ~2!
where ^ & means the functional integration over the glu
fields, the integrations are over the respective loop areas,
w is a common reference point from which the integratio
are performed.
This expression is simplified in the Kra¨mer and Dosch
description by taking the Wilson loops on the light-cone.
the SVM the leading order contribution to the amplitude
given by @5#
g~b!5he2~b!, ~3!
whereb is the impact parameter,h is a constant dependin
on normalizations@see Eqs.~22! and ~24!#, and
e~b!5g2E E dsmndsrsTr^Fmn~x;w!Frs~y;w!&. ~4!
Here ^g2Fmn(x;w)Frs(y;w)& is the Minkowski version of
the gluon correlator. We will return to this point later.
After a two-dimensional integration,e(b) may be ex-
pressed in terms of the correlation functions in Eq.~1! by @5#








2FF&F221F ddq2 D1~2q2!G~b!, ~7!
whereq2 is the four-momentum transfer squared andD5D
or D1 ,
D~k2!5F4@D~z2!# ~8!
with Fn denoting an-dimensional Fourier transform.
In the impact parameter spaceg represents the elementa
profile function, from which the elementary parton-part
















whereJ0 is the Bessel function.
With the above formalism, once one has inputs for t
correlation functionsD(z) andD1(z) the elementary ampli-
tudes in the impact parameter and transfer momen
spaces, Eqs.~3! and ~9!, respectively, may, in principle, be
evaluated through Eqs.~5!–~8!.
III. CORRELATION FUNCTIONS
We now recall the theoretical information available abo
the correlation functionsD and D1 , namely, that obtained
from lattice QCD and the ansatz introduced by Kra¨mer and
Dosch. In Sec. IV we use these functions in order to cal
late the elementary amplitudes. The translation from Euc
ean to Minkowski space will be discussed in the next secti
A. Lattice results
The first determination of the correlation functions fro
lattice QCD in the quenched approximation was obtain
through the cooling technique@14,15#, with a lattice of size
164 and in the interval of physical distance 0.4 to 1.0 f
@11#. In this range the theoretical data showed agreem
with an exponential decrease of both correlators with
distance. In particular, using the notation of Ref.@10#, the
function D is parametrized by
k^g2FF&DS 2 r 2a2D524CexpS 2 rl D , ~10!








with a typical statistical error of a few percent. In Ref.@11#
the value ofL was determined from string tension studi
@16# leading to
C5137 fm24, l50.22 fm, ~12!
which corresponds toL54.9 MeV.
Recently new results were obtained on a 324 lattice allow-
ing the determination of the correlators at distances down
0.1 fm @12#. A novel result was the appearance of a deviat
from the exponential behavior at shorter distanc
(,0.4 fm), indicating a 1/x4 divergence at the origin. Put
ting together the data of Refs.@11# and@12#, good agreemen
is obtained within statistical errors, with a parametrization
the form @12#
k^g2FF&D~z2!524FAexpS 2 uzulAD1 Buzu4 expS 2 uzulBD G ,
~13!












































3028 57A. F. MARTINI, M. J. MENON, AND D. S. THOBERAs before, from string tension information onL,
lA50.22 fm andlB50.43 fm. The typical error is again o
the order of a few percent. In Sec. IV we test and discuss
influence of the divergent terms.
B. Krämer-Dosch ansatz
In the approach of Ref.@10#, the effect ofD1(z
2/a2) is
neglected since, from QCD lattice calculation, the value ok
in Eq. ~1! is '1 @11#. So, we will consider onlyD for this
case.
Assuming functions which have a well defined Four
transform and that can be analitically continuated to Euc
ean world in the momentum space, Kra¨mer and Dosch intro-
duced a family of functions depending on an integer para
etern @5#. These functions may be analitically integrated a
the selection of then value was made by comparison wi
the early lattice results, Eq.~10!. In the Euclidean space th
fit in the interval 0.5–0.8 fm~early lattice results! led to
n54 and forL54.4 MeV it was obtaineda50.35 fm and
k^g2FF&51.774 GeV4 @10#. The final result for the correla
tion function withn54 is given by@10#
DKD
~4!~x!5xFK1~x!2 x4 K0~x!G , ~15!








C. Remarks on the correlation functions
In what follows, it is important to stress that the Kra¨mer-
Dosch ansatz for the correlation functionD is an analytical
form, firstly selected by analytical continuation an
asymptotic limit conditions and then through fit to early la
tice information, Eq.~10!. On the other hand, ‘‘real’’ lattice
results correspond to sets of discrete theoretical points
errors, in a finite interval of physical distances~0.1–1.0 fm!.
The parametrizations introduced in both early@11# and re-
cent @12# results, extrapolate this interval down and abo
Although, presently, there is no theoretical informations
these extrapolated regions we will assume the paramet
tions ~13! and ~14! as representing lattice results and w
refer aslattice parametrizations. We will return to this point
in Secs. IV A and V C.
The results reviewed in this section for the correlati
function D are displayed in Fig. 1 for comparison and th
deserves some discussion. We plotted the curves corresp
ing to the early lattice result, Eqs.~10! and ~12!, the new
lattice result, Eq.~13!, and the Kramer-Dosch ansatz, E
~15!. As mentioned above, the final form of this ansatz w
obtained through a fit to the early lattice parametrization
the interval 0.4–0.8 fm. From Fig. 1, there is a discrepan
between these two curves in the above interval, which d
not appear in Fig. 10 of Ref.@10#. The reason is the differen
values of the parameterL, namely, 4.4 MeV in Ref.@10# and
4.9 MeV in Ref.@11# and Fig. 1. This difference is signifi
cant since, for example, the parameterC in Eq. ~11! is pro-















early and new lattice results in the above interval are co
patible with the errors associated with each curve.
IV. PARTON-PARTON AMPLITUDES
In the previous section we reviewed the theoretical inf
mation presently available concerning the correlation fu
tions, namely, the recent lattice parametrizations, Eqs.~13!
and ~14!, and the result from the ansatz by Kra¨mer and Do-
sch, Eq.~15!.
In the context of the SVM~Sec. II!, the corresponding
predictions for the parton-parton amplitudes are obtained
principle, through four steps, involving the following calcu
lations:~1! D(k) andD1(k) by the four-dimensional Fourie
transform, Eq. ~8!; ~2! two-dimensional inverse Fourie
transforms ofD(k) and dD1 /dk
2, which enter in Eqs.~6!
and ~7!; ~3! eikonal phase through Eqs.~6! and ~7!; ~4! el-
ementary amplitudes in the impact parameter space~profile
function!, Eq. ~3!, and in the transfer momentum space~scat-
tering amplitude!, Eq.~9!. These are the central points of th
work and in this section we present and discuss the calc
tions in some detail.
A. Results from lattice parametrizations
Our basic assumptions in using lattice results are the
lowing.
~a! We consider the parametrizations~13! and~14! as rep-
resenting the correlation functions and so, the correlat
length has the valuea50.22 fm.
~b! The effect of the extrapolation down to 0.1 fm will b
investigated by taking account or not of the divergent te
FIG. 1. Correlation functionD given by ~a! recent lattice pa-
rametrization, Eq.~13! ~dotted!; ~b! early lattice parametrization



















57 3029HIGH-ENERGY PARTON-PARTON AMPLITUDES FROM. . .1/uzu4, that is, taking or notB50 andB150 in Eqs.~13! and
~14!, respectivelly.
~c! We consider the lattice parametrizations, Eqs.~13! and
~14!, as representingthe correlator functions in the Euclid
ean world. With this assumption the above correlation fu
tions enter into Eq.~1!, with the adequate tensor structure
and then directly in Eq.~8!.
In using the above assumptions we seek to see the co
quences in terms of the elementary amplitudes.
The first step referred to before concerns the fo
dimensional transform
D~k!5F4@D~z!#5E d4zD~z!exp~ ik•z! ~16!
for D5D, D1 , here in Euclidean space according to a
sumption~c! above. Although the lattice data are limited
the interval 0.1–1.0 fm, the parametrizations~13! and ~14!
extend to all the space and include the divergent termuzu24.
However, we found that when the lower integral limitzm
becomes smaller than'1023 fm, numerical evaluation of
this transform@17#, for both correlators, may be put in th
form
D~k!5d̂~k!1C~zm!, ~17!
where d̂(k)5d1(k), d(k) are smooth~finite! decreasing
functions of k, and C(zm) is a constant which increase
when the lower integral limit becomes smaller. This effec
shown in Fig. 2.
Now, in the second step, we should calculate the tw
dimensional Fourier transforms ofD(k) and dD1(k
2)/dk2.
Because of the derivative in the last case the constantC(zm)
may be neglected. In the former case, since the Fourier tr
form of C(zm) leads to ad function, its effect in the calcu-
lation of the eikonal phaseI in Eq. ~6! has also no influence
With this, carrying out the numerical integration down
1023 fm we have a stable behavior ford̂(k) in both cases
~see Fig. 2!. The numerical results ford(k) and d1(k) are
shown in Fig. 3. We then proceed to fit these points throu









a1 jexp~2b1 j k!1a13exp~2b13k
2!,
~18!
also shown in Fig. 3. The values of the free parameters
displayed in Table I.
With Eq. ~18! and the derivative ofd1(k), step 2 is per-








1For short, in what follows, we will refer only to the analytica
















From Eq. ~19!, in step 3, the contributione I(b) to the
eikonal phase is analytically calculated:
FIG. 2. Four-dimensional Fourier transform ofD(z), Eq. ~16!,
and the effect of the lower integral limitzm ~between 10
21 and
























11#1/21« jb% , ~21!
where Erfc is the complementary Error function. The con
butione II(b), Eq. ~7!, is given directly by Eq.~20!. Figure 4
shows bothe I and e II as function of the impact paramete
We will discuss these results in Sec. V.
At last, step 4 is performed withe(b)5@e I(b)1e II(b)#






Then numerical integration furnishes the corresponding
ementary parton-parton amplitudef (q), Eq. ~9!. The results
for g(b) and f (q) are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectivel
As expressed in the beginning of this section, in order
investigate the effect of the divergent term in the recent
tice results, we also calculatedg(b) and f (q) neglecting
FIG. 3. Finite part of the correlation functions in momentu
space, Eq.~17!, calculated numerically~points! and fits through Eq.
~18! ~solid curves!.
TABLE I. Values of the free parameters ford(k) andd1(k) in
Eq. ~18!. Parametersb1 , b2 andb11, b12 are in fm whileb3 , b13 in
fm2.
j a j /(4p
2) bj a1 j /(4p
2) b1 j
1 0.50003 0.094168 0.46314 0.12874
2 0.76546 0.010859 0.28780 0.4878731022




these terms in both correlators, i.e., by taking account only
the first term in Eq.~13! and~14!. All these results~with and
without the divergent terms! are displayed in Figs. 5 and
for g(b) and f (q), respectively. We will return to this poin
in Sec. V, after the discussion ofg(b) and f (q) predicted
from the Krämer and Dosch ansatz.
B. Results from Krämer-Dosch correlators
Concerning step two, a suitable parametrization for
two-dimensional inverse Fourier transform ofD(k) was in-







whereK5k^g2FF&a4214/(34p3). This result is displayed
in Fig. 4 together with those obtained through the rec
lattice results.
At last, as before, the elementary profile is calcula





By numerical integration@17# we obtain the scattering am
plitude. The results are shown in Figs. 5 and 6.
V. DISCUSSION
In this section we first sketch the conclusions coming
rectly from our calculations and then present discussions
lated to some phenomenological/semiempirical informat
FIG. 4. Contributions for the eikonal phase, Eqs.~5!, ~6!, and





























57 3031HIGH-ENERGY PARTON-PARTON AMPLITUDES FROM. . .available on elementary amplitudes and also some theore
issues.
A. Partial conclusions
The main results of our calculations are displayed in Fi
4, 5, and 6~corresponding to eikonals, profiles, and amp
tudes, respectively! and lead to the following conclusions.
FIG. 5. Elementary~parton-parton! profile functions, Eq.~3!: ~a!
from lattice parametrizations with the divergent term~dotted!, with-
out the divergent term~dashed!; ~b! from the Krämer-Dosch ansatzal
.
From Fig. 4, the eikonal phasee5e I1e II from the recent
lattice parametrizations~including the divergent term!, has a
maximum atb50 and decreases smoothly as the imp
parameter increases. Differently, the eikonal phase from
Krämer-Dosch ansatz presents the maximum atb'0.5 fm
and reaches zero atb50. These distinct behaviors com
from the differences between the correlators, shown in F
1.
Due to the structure of Eq.~3!, the corresponding profiles
present similar behaviors, as shown in Fig. 5. In this case
investigate the effect of the divergent term, referred to
fore. We see that, with or without the divergent term 1/uzu4 in
the correlatorsD and D1 , the profiles present maxima a
b50 and a smooth decrease with the impact parameter. W
and without the divergence, the profiles reach;10% of
there maxima atb50.1 and 0.2 fm, respectively. We con
clude that the term 1/uzu4 does not significantly alter the out
puts leading only to a more concentrated and smaller pro
nearb50.
As a consequence of the profiles, the corresponding s
tering amplitudes also present analogous similarities and
ferences, as can be seen in Fig. 6. Normalization of the
plitudes to 1 atq250, shows that both lattice amplitude
~with and without the divergent term!, present a similar
smooth decrease as the momentum transfer increases, g
to zero through positive values. The effect of the diverg
term is a faster decrease only. Differently, the amplitu
from the Krämer-Dosch ansatz decreases still faster, pres
ing a change of sign~zero! atq2;0.5 GeV2 and goes asymp
totically to zero through negative values. We see that acco
ing to our calculations, there is no agreement at all betw
FIG. 6. Normalized elementary~parton-parton! scattering ampli-
tudes, Eq.~9!, from lattice parametrizations with the divergent ter








































3032 57A. F. MARTINI, M. J. MENON, AND D. S. THOBERprofiles or amplitudes from lattice parametrizations and fr
the Krämer-Dosh ansatz.
B. Phenomenological and semi-empirical information
Presently, some limited information concerning eleme
tary profiles and/or amplitudes is available from phenome
logical models and semiempirical analysis~model indepen-
dent! as explained in what follows. The usual framework
analysis is the eikonal approximation in which the elas
hadronicamplitudeF is related to the eikonal functionx by
@19#
F~q,s!5 i E bdbJ0~qb!$12exp@ ix~b,s!#%, ~25!
whereAs is the center-of-mass energy. The hadronic am
tude is connected with physical observables as differen
total cross sections, etc., and the eikonal is defined in
context of each phenomenological model. In the simp
approach, represented by the Glauber or Chou-Yang form
ism, the eikonal is expressed by@1,20,21#
x~b,s!5CE qdqJ0~qb!GAGBf , ~26!
whereGA ,GB are hadronic form factors,f the elementary
~parton-parton! amplitude, andC depends only on the en
ergy.
Phenomenology. In the absence of theoretical predictio
for both form factors and elementary amplitudes, models
yet characterized by different choices of parametrizations
these functions. As reviewed in Ref.@1#, some models as
sume parametrizations for theelectromagneticform factors
and others introducenergy-dependentform factors. With
quite different choices for the elementary amplitudes
these models present satisfactory descriptions of the ex
mental data. For this reason it is difficult to identify a ‘‘ph
nomenological amplitude’’ since it depends on the para
etrizations used for the form factors and some other spe
aspects of each model. So this puts serious limitations
attempts to compare theoretical—phenomenological res
and we will return to this point in the next section.
However, even taking account of these limitations, it m
be useful to see what kind of similarities could be est
lished. In this sense, based on the review of Ref.@1# we
could say the following.
~a! The behavior of bothg(b) and f (q) predicted from
lattice parametrizations~Figs. 5 and 6! are in qualitative







where a257.14 GeV2 for pp scattering atAs523 GeV
~with a phase factor inf GV! anda
250.625 GeV2 for p̄p at





















through positive values and goes asymptotically to zero
shown in Fig. 7, for comparison with the results from latti
parametrizations.
~b! The profiles and amplitudes from the Kra¨mer and
Dosch ansatz~Figs. 5 and 6! show qualitative agreemen





wherea258.2 GeV2, independent of the energy or reactio
and the subscript meansmodifiedBSW ~Bourrely, Soffer,
and Wu!, as explained in Ref.@1#. The amplitude presents
change of sign and then goes asymptotically to zero thro
negative values.
Semiempirical analyses. This last behavior is also pre
dicted in the semiempirical analysis by Buenerd, Furget,
Valin @2#. These authors used the fit topp differential cross
section data introduced by Amaldi and Schubert@24# and
calculated the eikonal in the transfer momentum space
the context of the Glauber–Chou-Yang model, Eq.~26!, this
quantity reads
x~q,s!5CGp
2 f . ~29!
The elementary amplitudef (q) was then extracted a
As523.5 GeV by dividingx(q,s) by parametrizations for
the electromagnetic form factor~Felst parametrization and
dipole form used in the Bourrely-Soffer-Wu model@2#! and
FIG. 7. Elementary amplitudes from lattice parametrizatio
with ~dotted! and without ~dashed! the divergent terms~same as
Fig. 6!, compared with the Glauber and Velasco parametrizat

































































57 3033HIGH-ENERGY PARTON-PARTON AMPLITUDES FROM. . .normalizing the result atq250 to one. The amplitude so
extracted presents a change of sign atq0
258.6 GeV2, going
to zero through negative values. In the CERN Intersect
Storage Ring ~ISR! energy region (23.5 GeV<As
<62.5 GeV) the position of the zero decreases as the en
increases, reachingq0
255.0 GeV2 at As562.5 GeV@2#.
However, this kind of procedure has two critical aspec
~1! Since experimental data are available only in a limit
interval of momentum transfer (q2<6.0 GeV2 in the above
case! all kinds of extrapolations in the fits, allowed statis
cally, should be taken into account. This can be made
error propagation from the fits parameters, which, howev
was not done in the above analysis.
~2! The result for the amplitude yet depends on parame
zations for the form factor. The choice to use an electrom
netic form factor is an approximation since we are treatin
hadronic and not an electromagnetic interaction. Howe
there is no theoretical or experimental information on h
ronic matter form factors.
Recently, through fit procedures topp differential cross
section data, Carvalho and Menon obtained the eikonal in
transfer momentum space, taking account of error propa
tion and also the effect of large momentum data@25#. The
result shows statistical evidence for a change of sign in
eikonal in the interval 5 GeV2&q2&9 GeV2 at the ISR en-
ergy region@26# and asymptotical limit to zero through neg
tive values. However, the movement of the zero with
energy cannot be inferred on statistical grounds. The ana
was performed through both a fit method and a numer
method. The former approach gives an average positio
the zero at q0
257.160.7 GeV2 and the later at
q0
256.160.7 GeV2 @25#. If, in the context of Eq.~29!, this
zero is not associated with an hadronic form factor the re
favors the amplitude from the Kra¨mer-Dosch ansatz. More
over, we found that the above positions of the zero are w
reproduced if the gluonic correlation length in the Kra¨mer-
Dosch amplitude has the valuea.0.1 fm. Specifically,
a50.0957 fm for q0
257.1 GeV2 and a50.1040 fm for
q0
256.1 GeV2. The result, in the case of the zero
q0
257.0 GeV2, is shown in Fig. 8, together with the param
etrization used by Menon and Pimentel fora257.0 GeV2 in
Eq. ~28!.
C. Theoretical and phenomenological issues
The physical picture in the Nachtmann approach is tha
interaction of two long-lifetime partons with a common no
perturbative QCD vacuum, the partons traveling essenti
on straight lightlike world lines. It is also assumed that t
transversal momenta of the partons~related to the hadron’s
movement! are orders of magnitude smaller then the forwa
momenta. Therefore, this picture is characterized byvery
small momentum transferandasymptotically high-energy re
gime. These are crucial aspects of the nonperturbative
proach: They specify detailed frontiers, beyond which phy
cal interpretations and/or comparisons with phenome
logical information have no justification and this deman
further discussion. In Figs. 5 and 6, we display the results
the elementary profiles and amplitudes in a wide interva
impact parameter and momentum transfer. Based on





























part of these curves as extrapolations to large momen
transfer and an essentially small impact parameter. Also,
elementary profiles and amplitudes do not depend on
energy since they are associated with the asymptotic
high-energy limit. This leads to the following consideration
For the amplitudes obtained from the lattice parametri
tions, the monotonical decrease to zero through positive
ues is clearly an extrapolation, at large transfer mome
This behavior, however, could be broken, for example, b
specific model for that region, introducting scale properti
and even zeros for largeq2.
The comparison displayed in Fig. 7 between the latt
inspired amplitude and the Glauber-Velasco parametriza
has also only a qualitative character, since in the last case
amplitude depends on the energy~and reaction!. We see,
however, a tendency to agreement as the energy increas
the small transfer momentum region.
The general agreement between the behaviors of
Krämer-Dosch amplitude andf mBSW ~Fig. 8! may have some
more profound~but limited! meaning, since both amplitude
do not depend on the energy. Also, the connections w
experimental data in the approaches of Refs.@10# and @23#
are obtained with energy dependences in the hadron’s tr
verse wave function and hadronic form factors, respectiv
This is very similar from a formal point of view: The energ
dependence is ultimately associated with the hadronic rad
However, the limits in the transfer momentum region mu
be taken into account.
Another theoretical limitation that should be stressed c
cerns the correlation functions determined on the lattice.
referred to in Sec. IV A the theoretical results were obtain
FIG. 8. Elementary amplitudes from Kra¨mer-Dosch ansatz with
correlation lengtha50.0957 fm ~dot-dashed! compared with the


















































































3034 57A. F. MARTINI, M. J. MENON, AND D. S. THOBERin the finite interval 0.1–1.0 fm and in this paper we used
parametrizations introduced in Ref.@12#. With this assump-
tion we found that the divergent term 1/uzu4 does not affect
the profile or amplitudes in a substantial way~Figs. 5, 6!.
Now, what kind of information can we extract from the ‘‘un
known’’ region 0–0.1 fm? We observed that, neglecting
divergent term in the correlation functionD(z) by taking
B50 in Eq.~13!, leads to a similar result as that obtained
the early calculation, Eq.~10!. Specifically, in the former
case the finiteD value atuzu50 is '4.7 GeV4 and in the
latter case,'5.0 GeV4. From Fig. 1 and Sec. III B we se
that these values are yet near three times the finite valu
the Krämer-Dosch correlator ('1.8 GeV4). This difference
between the lattice extrapolations~without divergence! and
Krämer-Dosch ansatz in the unaccessible region of small
tances~0.0–0.1 fm! has strong consequences, leading to
differences observed in the corresponding profiles~Fig. 5!
and amplitudes~Fig. 6!. That is, the existence of zero in th
amplitude seems to be associated with the particular form
the correlator at 0,uzu&0.1 fm ~for example, exponential
Gaussian, etc.!, or even at 0.1<uzu,0.4 fm, and also to the
value of the maximum atuzu50. This small distance region
however, is not presently accessible to lattice calculation
The results for the profiles and amplitudes showed
weaker dependence on the divergence of the typeuzu24 than
should be expected. Theoretically this kind of divergen
may be associated either to operator product expan
~OPE! divergences or some specific high-energy gluon
change process.
Our comparative analysis also brings some informat
on the gluonic correlation lengtha that should be discussed
This quantity is a very important parameter in the SVM a
plied to high-energy scattering. All the formalism is strong
sensitive to its value since, for example, total cross sect
for parton-parton scattering is proportional toa10 @5#. As
explained in Sec. III B, the Kra¨mer-Dosch~KD! correlator
function was determined by fit to early lattice results, fro
which they obtaineda50.35 fm and this value may repro
duce parton-parton total cross sections of the order of 4
@5#. On the other hand, from SU~2! lattice gauge theory, it
was estimateda50.1;0.2 fm @27#, and both early and re
cent parametrizations of the correlation functions from
lattice, Eqs.~10!, ~13!, and ~14!, lead toa50.22 fm. In the
context of the SVM,a;0.2 fm means a very small contr
bution to parton-parton scattering in case of using KD
satz, as discussed in@5#.
Concerning these distinct estimates, we showed in
analysis that fora50.35 fm the elementary amplitude fo
the Krämer-Dosch correlator has a zero atq2.0.5 GeV2 and
that for a.0.1 fm the position changes toq257.0 GeV2.
Even taking account of the limitations related to the se
empirical analysis~Sec. V B!, it is evident the existence o
zeros at the ISR energy region, in the interval 5.0<q2
<9.0 GeV2 @2,26#. We conclude that, although this interv
corresponds to finite energies, it seems to favor smaller
ues for the correlation length than 0.35 fm.
At last it should also be stressed that the lattice results
used were obtained in the quenched approximation
therefore additional uncertainties may be considered.























lattice calculations, allowing a full QCD treatment@28#.
However, since a reanalysis is in course, with improved s
tistics @29#, we will leave this subject for future conside
ation. It will also be suitable to compare these new resu
with those presented here.
VI. FINAL CONCLUSIONS
In the limit of extremely high energies~quarks on the
light-cone! and small momentum transfer between parto
the nonperturbative approach connects the correlation fu
tions with the parton-parton amplitudes. Making use of
cent lattice parametrizations and also of the Kra¨mer-Dosch
ansatz for these correlators, we calculated the correspon
elementary amplitudes in both impact parameter and tran
momentum spaces. In the case of lattice inputs the calc
tions were performed with and without the divergent te
recently introduced.
We found that this divergence in the correlator does
substantially affect the normalized amplitudes and also
the results from lattice parametrizations and from t
Krämer-Dosch ansatz do not agree. Although the lattice
rametrizations are statistically consistent with the theoret
points (x2/NDF;1.7 @12#! there is no real theoretical infor
mation in the interval 0.0–0.1 fm. This is a crucial point a
our analysis furnished two novel results concerning poss
connections between the short range behavior of the corr
tors and the final results for the elementary amplitudes.
the one hand, Fig. 6 shows that the divergent term 1/uzu4
causes only a faster decrease of the amplitude as the mo
tum transfer increases, that is, it does not generate l
minima or zeros. The amplitude coming from this particu
lattice parametrization, with or without the divergent term,
characterized by a monotonical decrease with the momen
transfer through positive values. On the other hand, in
case where the correlator may be finite atuzu50, its maxi-
mum value and also its shape at smalluzu (uzu&0.4 fm!
strongly affect the behavior of the amplitude, as shown
Fig. 6 and quantitatively discussed in Sec. V C: Zer
~change of sign! and local minima may be generated. That
despite the present lack of theoretical information in t
short range 0.0–0.1 fm, we can infer, in the context of
stochastic vacuum model, what kind of behavior should
expected for the elementary amplitude.
Attempts to compare these results with phenomenolog
and/or semiempirical information on the amplitudes are li
ited. The reason is that this information comes from
analysis at finite energies~presently available! and the am-
plitudes depend on particular model assumptions or spe
parametrizations for the form factors.
On the other hand, as referred to in Sec. V, the disti
results for the amplitudes from the lattice and Kra¨mer-Dosch
ansatz show qualitative agreement with different model p
dictions such as Glauber-Velasco and Menon-Pimentel,
spectively. Furthermore, semiempirical analysis could fa
the Krämer-Dosch amplitude, but with a gluonic correlat
length smaller than 0.35 fm.
We conclude that, even taking account of all the limit









57 3035HIGH-ENERGY PARTON-PARTON AMPLITUDES FROM. . .gest possible links between theory and phenomenologica
semiempirical analyses. Further investigations along th
lines may be important as a source of feedback for theo
cal ~nonperturbative! ideas, meanly concerning suitable co
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